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The Philosophy Of Existentialism
Existentialism exerts a continuing fascination on students of philosophy and general readers. As a philosophical phenomenon, though, it is often poorly understood, as a form of radical subjectivism ...
The Cambridge Companion to Existentialism
continues and extends a tradition in which art exemplifies the understanding of this philosophy. This book, therefore, seeks to revalidate the Sartrean philosophical project through its application to ...
Existentialism and Contemporary Cinema: A Sartrean Perspective
There is a series of books being published on existence by the Librairie Gallimard; a Communist, in an article published in Action in Paris, writes against existential philosophy; Horizon in ...
The New Republic
More Rules for Life By Jordan B. Peterson Allen Lane, 432pp, $45 (HB), $35 (PB) Jordan Peterson’s cheerless view of the universe makes him an anomaly among bestselling self-help authors. The genre ...
Jordan Peterson: Meaning of life shaped by idiosyncratic personality
The latest from Swedish maestro Roy Andersson is “About Endlessness,” an absurdist take on philosophy, religion, and the human condition.
A Stunning Satire of Grief and Religion—With a Hitler Cameo
If you look at some countries of the world especially, the so-called developed countries; they have a philosophy that drives their education system such as pragmatism, existentialism, imperialism ...
Corruption, bad leadership not Nigeria’s problem— Prof Ekanem
Please give an overall site rating: ...
10 Best Existentialism
The Returnal launch trailer is here, and it brings it all together: sci-fi gear, third-person bullet hell battles, and existential intrigue. The trailer follows lone astronaut Selene as she comes to ...
Returnal launch trailer is equal parts arcade action, mystery, and philosophy
Existentialism began in the 19th century and became prevalent in Continental philosophy, so a few dominant themes and modes of thought, particularly around the question of embodiment and Selfhood ...
Deconstructing Iqbal’s embodiment and selfhood discourses
The parshah provides an instructive tutorial in spiritual prudence and existential accountability ... both argued that the task of philosophy is “to learn how to die.” Judaism, by way of ...
The Examined Life
Marino is professor emeritus of philosophy and director of the Hong Kierkegaard Library at St. Olaf College, Marino, and the author of The Existentialist’s Survival Guide (Harper). Former boxer ...
Gordon Marino
Philip Hoare explores how the artist’s obsession with science, magic and self-promotion paved the way for our existential age. How the composer infiltrated every corner of culture, from Hollywood and ...
Why drugs should be not only decriminalised, but fully legalised
One member of the panel, an ordained minister and divinity school professor, expressed an ethic much more existential than ... theology amenable to their philosophy. As St. Paul wrote letters ...
Our religious studies programs are in trouble. Here’s what we miss out on if we don’t save them.
Solarpunk is a sustainability philosophy and lifestyle ... and leading new technological revolutions into a positive future. Existential kid is probably the least surprising young person from ...
Five Kids From The Future
The pandemic era is a gross reminder of Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot, an absurdist, existential play focusing ... took me to the dark alleys of philosophy and spirituality, where I ...
If all the world's a stage, then what's currently playing is Waiting For Godot, writes Alka Jain
I turned to philosophy and history, believing that they would offer ... and for me, a source of much needed existential insight through his writing. From his early work in “An Artist of the Floating ...
‘Klara and the Sun’ Review
Later he asks, “How could [Sartre’s philosophy] help my friends whom ... In other words, Sartre had written of life in the West as an existential hell, but Margolin had lived in an actual ...
Review: Never forget the suffering and injustice of the gulag
Emma Stone plays a student at a New England college where a philosophy professor is experiencing an existential crisis in this Woody Allen film. Emma Stone plays a clairvoyant and mystic who ...
The Best and Worst Hit Movies Starring Emma Stone
The Returnal launch trailer is here, and it brings it all together: sci-fi gear, third-person bullet hell battles, and existential intrigue. The trailer follows lone astronaut Selene as she comes ...
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